Secondary Crystal Nucleation: Nuclei Breeding Factory Uncovered.
Secondary nucleation, wherein crystal seeds are used to induce crystallization, is widely employed in industrial crystallizations. Despite its significance, our understanding of the process, particularly at the molecular level, remains rudimentary. An outstanding question is why do a few seeds give rise to a many-fold increase in new crystals? Using molecular simulation coupled with experiments we have uncovered the molecular processes that give rise to this autocatalytic behavior. The simulations reveal formation of molecular aggregates in solution, which on coming in contact with the surface of the seed undergo nucleation to form new crystallites. These crystallites are weakly bound to the crystal surface and can be readily sheared by fluid, making the seed surfaces available again to repeat the process. Further, the new crystallites on development can in turn serve as seeds. This mechanistic insight will enable better control in engineering crystalline products to design.